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•  Can we learn visual attributes 
without a supervised dataset? 

•  Our approach: look at neurons 

•  KL divergence helps identify 
visual attributes from noisy 
label association 

•  Relation to human perception 
•  Neurons to saliency detection 
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Prime-units perceive attributes like humans do

•  From early primitive attributes to deeper abstract attributes 
•  Human agreement highest in the middle? 
•  Fine-tuning affects maximum KL ratio per layer 

Overview
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Prime units can identify salient region

mAP IoU 

•  Accumulating sliding mask [Zhou 14] by largest KL units 
•  Baseline: smoothed gradients [Simonyan 2014] 

•  Some neurons in the pre-trained network respond to visual 
attributes, even if they are not explicitly supervised 

•  KL-divergence on activation histogram can identify such neurons 
(prime units) 

KL divergence identifies prime units
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Method Pearson Spearman 
Pre-trained + random (baseline) 0.737 0.637 
Pre-trained + resample 0.799 0.717 
Attribute-tuned 0.662 0.549 
Attribute-tuned + random 0.716 0.565 
Attribute-tuned + resample 0.782 0.721 
Category-tuned + random 0.760 0.684 
Category-tuned + resample 0.783 0.704 
Language prior 0.139 0.032 

KL at conv4 
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Automatically discovered attributes

•  Learning a classifier on top of prime units shows close proximity 
to humans 

•  Evaluating visualness to human-agreement correlation 

Layers characterize attribute perception
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Feel So Good ... 
Purple Halter 
Maxi Cotton dress 
2 Sizes Available 

Web data 

Etsy: e-commerce 

Wear: fashion blog 
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Attribute discovery and 
perceptual analysis 
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Learning a classifier with prime units 

Pixel-wise performance evaluation against human annotation 

Average image 

Correlation to human perception 


